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The City Plan’s Big City Moves

Cities must constantly evolve and respond to a changing world. Expressing and igniting transformative change is
necessary to allow the city to respond to emerging opportunities and deliberately shape the place Edmontonians want
to live in. The opportunity to proactively alter Edmonton’s course is defined as the future city, and it comes to life
through the Big City Moves. The Big City Moves provide a trajectory to point the way to deliberately grow Edmonton to
welcome one million more residents.

The table below provides further details on each Big City Move:

Big City Move Description

Greener As We Grow Greener As We Grow is a commitment to use growth as a catalyst for good design
and conscientious decisions. This Big City Move puts Edmontonians at the
forefront of two important trends for the region - continuing to develop a healthy
city while also paying attention to what will surely be one of the great challenges
of the future: protecting and enhancing Edmonton’s land, air, water and
biodiversity.

Rebuildable City A Rebuildable City lays out the plan to continuously reimagine and rebuild what
Edmontonians want the city to be and what it must become in order to adapt to a
changing future. This Big City Move represents a way of planning for the flexibility
and imagination required to keep the city vibrant and livable in the face of shifting
local and global trends. Being A Rebuildable City ensures that collective efforts are
always moving towards a better and more efficient city, rather than having to start
over with every major social, environmental and technological change.

Community of Communities This city’s communities are the lifeblood of Edmonton, and they will continue to
provide residents with the opportunity to turn their time and attention to things
that really matter, like connection with each other and to the greater good. A
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Community Of Communities is about making big city life feel less anonymous and
more personal. This Big City Move is about welcoming new residents and
developing housing, recreation, schools and employment in all of Edmonton’s
districts that can be better accessed through all forms of transportation.

Inclusive and Compassionate Making a great city of any size depends on empathy, looking out for one another,
helping people meet their basic needs, promoting healthy living, and creating
enjoyable spaces for people of all ages, backgrounds and abilities to express
themselves. This Big City Move means Edmonton is rooted in concepts and efforts
to improve equity, end poverty, eliminate racism and make clear progress
towards Truth and Reconciliation.

Catalyze and Converge As it welcomes one million more residents, Edmonton must continuously strive to
be a centre of innovation, creativity and technology, harnessing and fueling this
city’s growing passion and entrepreneurship. Deliberate efforts must be made to
create an environment where businesses, academic and health institutions, the
arts and technology can meet, collaborate and drive one another on. This Big City
Move is about putting Edmonton into position to continually improve its
competitiveness and readiness in a changing world. By creating the conditions,
places and partnerships, Edmonton will become a creative and entrepreneurial
hub around which investment, innovation, technology and talent will gather.
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